Simulation and experiment of soft-tissue deformation in prostate brachytherapy.
Soft-tissue deformation is one of the major reasons for the inaccurate positioning of percutaneous needle insertion process. In this article, simulations and experiments of the needle insertion soft-tissue process are both applied to study soft-tissue deformation. A needle deflection model based on the mechanics is used to calculate the needle deflection during the interaction process. The obtained needle deflection data are applied into finite element analysis process as the system input. The uniaxial tensile strength tests, compression tests, and static indentation experiments are used to obtain the soft-tissue parameters and choose the best strain-energy function to model in the simulation. Magnetic resonance imaging is used to reconstruct the prostate, establishing both prostate three-dimensional finite element model and artificial prostate model. The needle-soft tissue interaction simulation results are compared with those of the needle insertion experiment. The displacement data of the mark point in the experiment are comparable to the simulation results. It is concluded that, using this simulation method, the surgeon can predict the deformation of the tissue and the displacement of the target in advance.